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Abstract
Heat pump water heaters play a critical role in the
electrification of residential buildings. This paper
presents new features to simulate heat pump water
heaters for Title 24 residential code compliance in
California. These new features are used to explore how
to determine optimal demand response controls for heat
pump water heaters that minimize annual water heating
time-dependent valuation of energy. During this
project, it was found that the domestic hot water draw
profile played a critical role in optimizing demand
response strategies to avoid the operation of tank
heating components during hours with high timedependent valuation multipliers. Compared to a heat
pump water heater without demand response controls,
the annual water heating time-dependent valuation of
energy savings resulting from the final demand
response control strategies ranges from 2.1 – 22.7%.
While the analysis was performed specifically in the
context of residential code compliance for California,
the methods can be applied to other situations.

Introduction
To demonstrate compliance with the Title 24 residential
building energy efficiency standards for the state of
California, proposed designs are compared to their
energy budget using hourly time-dependent valuation of
energy (TDV) (California Energy Commission 2018a).
This is found by summing the product of hourly site
energy use for a given energy type (electricity, natural
gas, etc.) and the applicable TDV multiplier during the
same hour over the course of a full year (Energy and
Environmental Economics, Inc. 2017). In addition to
varying by energy type, TDV multipliers also vary
among the 16 climate zones in California and are
updated every 3 years concurrently with updates to
building energy efficiency standards. Figure 1
illustrates an example of the distribution of hourly TDV
multiplier values for electricity in climate zone 12 using
2019 standards.

Figure 1. TDV Multipliers for Electricity in California
Climate Zone 12 using 2019 Standards
To electrify residential buildings, the state of California
has shown strong support for heat pump water heaters
(HPWHs). As a result, many HPWH manufacturers and
products can be analyzed when demonstrating Title 24
residential code compliance via CBECC-Res (Wilcox
2022). Reference Joint Appendix JA13 to Title 24
provides the requirements for a HPWH to provide daily
load shifting – using energy during low-TDV hours to
“charge” the HPWH tank by heating water then in order
to avoid using energy during high-TDV hours – for the
purpose of user bill reductions, maximized solar selfutilization, and grid harmonization (California Energy
Commission 2018b).
Laboratory tests have shown that HPWHs can achieve
these ends by changing hot water setpoint temperature
and controlling heating elements (Grant & Huestis
2018; Sparn 2020). In addition to these empirical
validations of the load shifting capabilities of HPWHs,
simulations have also been used to analyze multiple
demand response (DR) schedules, hot water setpoint
temperatures, and California climate zones (Carew et
al. 2018). These simulations indicate that HPWHs can
yield utility customer cost savings of roughly 10-20%
and utility cost savings of roughly 20-40%. However,
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these simulations focused on the HPWH system in
isolation and not whole-building dynamics such as
HPWH tank heat loss interacting with a zone. They also
focused on consumer and utility cost instead of the
TDV energy approach used by CBECC-Res, which
captures costs to the consumer, utility, and society atlarge (pollution, e.g.) (Energy and Environmental
Economics, Inc. 2017).
A presentation at the 2021 ASHRAE Building
Performance Analysis Conference (Boranian & Larson
2021) showcased new CBECC-Res capabilities for
HPWHs that enable the analysis of daily load shifting
strategies:


Forcing off electric resistance
compressor heating components



Forcing the HPWH to run with either
resistance or compressor heating to “top off”
tank or increase to higher setpoint

and/or

 Altering the tank setpoint
The presentation also discussed an analysis using these
new CBECC-Res capabilities that was conducted for six
HPWH products that meet JA13 requirements. The
main goal of this analysis was to develop demand
response (DR) schedules that minimized annual water
heating TDV (TDVWH) via load shifting strategies that
were only dependent on California climate zone and
Title 24 residential energy code standard. This paper
significantly expands on these methods and results.

Methods
The first task for this project was to implement HPWH
heating controls for various DR strategies. These
capabilities were added to the California Simulation
Engine (CSE) – the underlying engine used by CBECCRes (CSE Development Team 2022) – thereby also
making them available for use in CBECC-Res. These
new control signals that can be applied to HPWH
heating components are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Control Signals for HPWH Heating Elements
Signal
ON
LOC
LOR
LOCLOR
TOO
TOOLOC
TOOLOR
TOT
TOTLOC
TOTLOR

Description
Normal operation (no special controls)
Lock out compressor
Lock out resistance element(s)
Lock out all heating elements
Top off once within the hour
TOO with resistance heating only
TOO with compressor only
Top off continuously with a timer for a
specified duration
TOT with resistance heating only
TOT with compressor only

DR schedules of load shifting strategies using the new
HPWH controls capabilities can be defined each hour
using a CSV format. An example using this format to
define a DR schedule that increases the tank setpoint
for a few early morning hours and forces all heating
elements to top off the tank once within a morning and
late-night hour is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Hourly DR Schedule Example
Hour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Signal
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
TOO
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
TOO

Tank Setpoint [℉]
125
140
140
140
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125

To allow for nuanced DR schedules, these hourly
settings can vary by month, climate zone, day type
(weekday vs. weekend), and residential energy code
standard. At the outset of this project, nine DR
schedules were manually developed for 2019 standards
and 16 DR schedules were manually developed for
2022 standards. See Appendix A & B for detailed
descriptions of all 2019 & 2022 DR schedules,
respectively. These DR schedules are static and
represent DR strategies that are preloaded once on to a
HPWH product and not altered afterwards.
Out of the six demand management options specified
by JA13, this aligns with “Basic Load Up”. One of the
stipulations of the “Basic Load Up” option is that the
HPWH cannot exceed the user setpoint temperature, so
each DR schedule was held to a maximum setpoint of
125 ℉ – DR schedules are allowed to decrease the
setpoint below this maximum setpoint.
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These DR schedules were applied to a large research
space with multiple other parameters:


Single family prototype houses (2)



California climate zones (16)



HPWH products compliant with JA13 (6)

 Residential energy code standards (2)
The two CBECC-Res single family prototypes used
were for three-bedroom, 2,100-ft2 (3BR) and fourbedroom, 2,700-ft2 (4BR) houses. Changing the floor
area only impacts the occupancy, internal lighting, and
exterior lighting gains. Changing the number of
bedrooms, however, changes DHW draws that the
HPWH products serve. This is because CBECC-Res
assigns a DHW draw profile of discrete minutely draw
events based upon the number of bedrooms in a single
family home or multifamily apartment (Kruis et al.
2019). This is shown in Figure 2 comparing DHW draw
events in the 3BR and 4BR prototypes for a
representative weekday (values plotted are hourly
averages of minutely draws).

Figure 3. Statistics for Hourly Dry-Bulb and Wet-Bulb
of Outdoor Air for Weather Files in 2019 Standards

Figure 4. Statistics for Hourly Dry-Bulb and Wet-Bulb
of Outdoor Air for Weather Files in 2022 Standards

Figure 2. Draw Profiles in Single Family Prototypes on
Wednesday, October 6
All 16 California climate zones were used to analyze
the impact of changing hourly TDV multipliers and
outdoor air conditions. For all cases, it was assumed
that the HPWH tank location and heat pump evaporator
air source was the unconditioned garage of the
prototype. This affects the tank heat loss to
surroundings
and
evaporator-condenser
cycle
performance, respectively. Figure 3 and Figure 4
summarize statistics for hourly outdoor air dry-bulb and
wet-bulb of weather files used in each climate zone for
2019 and 2022 standards, respectively. Note that the
statistics are very consistent between the two standards.

The six HPWH products were selected because they
were all the products available in CBECC-Res that
complied with JA13 at the time of this work. These
products represent tank volumes of 50, 65, and 80
gallons from two manufacturers (Rheem and AO
Smith). The difference in tank volumes affects the
validity of various charge/discharge strategies, while
the difference in manufacturers corresponds to changes
in tank loss coefficients and heating component settings
such as capacity and location within the tank.
The 2019 and 2022 standards were selected because
JA13 was originally written for the 2019 standards, so it
doesn’t apply to standards for 2016 or earlier. The
difference between these two standards is that their
rulesets dictate different design day conditions to size
HVAC equipment, slightly different hourly weather
files for climate zones, and different sets of TDV
multipliers. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the distribution
of hourly TDV multipliers in each. Note that the y-axis
of these figures is not linear and that TDV multipliers
overall increased value from 2019 to 2022 across
climate zones (Energy and Environmental Economics,
Inc. 2020).
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Figure 5. TDV Multiplier Distribution for Electricity by
Climate Zone in 2019 Standards

Figure 7. TDVWH Energy Results for 4BR Prototype,
Baseline, and 2019 Standards
For a given combination of prototype, climate zone, and
standard, each DR schedule had percent change from
the baseline in mean annual water heating TDV energy
across all HPWH products (%ΔTDVWH) calculated
using Equation 1. The optimal DR schedule was
deemed as the one that achieved the lowest (most
negative) result. Figure 8 shows an example of plotting
the %ΔTDVWH results.

%∆𝑇𝐷𝑉𝑊𝐻 =

𝑇𝐷𝑉𝑊𝐻 ,𝐷𝑅 − 𝑇𝐷𝑉𝑊𝐻 ,𝐵
∗ 100
𝑇𝐷𝑉𝑊𝐻 ,𝐵

(Equation 1)
Figure 6. TDV Multiplier Distribution for Electricity by
Climate Zone in 2022 Standards
The permutations of all parameters yielded 4,800 cases
to simulate. The Modelkit scripting and templating
framework was used to automate the generation of each
case’s input file, and each input file was simulated as
part of a batch run using CBECC-Res.
In addition to finding optimal DR schedules that
minimized TDVWH, the project team also had to
validate that optimal DR schedules also yielded less
TDVWH than if the HPWH products had no DR
controls. Therefore, the project team established a
baseline as the same model and size HPWH product
running as normal, without any DR schedule. In other
words, a 65-gallon DR water heater is compared to the
same 65-gallon water heater without load shifting.
To simplify this comparison to the baseline, a mean
value for TDVWH across all HPWH products was
calculated in each climate zone for the combination of
the remaining parameters. Figure 7 shows an example
of plotting individual and mean TDVWH results across
climate zones.

Figure 8. %ΔTDVWH Results for 4BR Prototype,
BasicTOU5 DR Schedule, and 2019 Standards
Figure 8 shows that the BasicTOU5 DR schedule
achieves negative %ΔTDVWH for all HPWH products
in half of the climate zones, while in the remaining
climate zones (8–15) at least one HPWH product yields
more TDVWH than the baseline. In cases such as these,
the project team eliminated the DR schedule from being
a viable optimal candidate for that combination of
prototype, climate zone, and standard.
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Results
In reviewing the TDVWH results for a given DR
schedule, such as those shown in Figure 7, the changes
in TDVWH for each HPWH product between climate
zones was caused by a combination of two factors:
different unconditioned garage air conditions driven by
outdoor air conditions (refer to Figure 3), and different
TDV multipliers (refer to Figure 5). For example, hotter
climate zones with lower TDV multipliers like 15
(Palm Springs) generally show lower results for
TDVWH than colder climate zones with higher TDV
multipliers like 16 (Blue Canyon).
Beginning with initial results for 2019 standards, it
became clear that distinct DR schedules were better in
specific climate zones due to the underlying differences
in TDV schedule. Five DR schedules were optimal for
the 3BR prototype, and four DR schedules were
optimal for the 4BR prototype. These optimal DR
schedules are summarized in Table 3 (see Appendix A
for detailed descriptions of all DR schedules), which
highlights the climate zones where the optimal DR
schedule differed between 3BR and 4BR prototypes.
The %ΔTDVWH reduction for these optimal DR
schedules ranges from 1.2 – 11.0% with a mean of
4.5% for the 3BR prototype and 2.5 – 8.8% with a
mean of 4.6% for the 4BR prototype, as shown in
Figure 9.
Table 3: Optimal DR Schedules by Climate Zone for
2019 Standards with One Draw Profile
Climate
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3BR Prototype

4BR Prototype

BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2b
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2
Thresh1

BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU4
BasicTOU4
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
Thresh1
Thresh1

Figure 9. %ΔTDVWH for Optimal DR Schedules in 2019
Standards with One Draw Profile
Continuing to initial results for 2022 standards, it was
determined that five DR schedules were optimal for
both the 3BR prototype and 4BR prototypes. These
optimal DR schedules are summarized in Table 4 (see
Appendix B for detailed descriptions of all DR
schedules), which highlights the climate zones where
the optimal DR schedule differed between bedroom
counts. The %ΔTDVWH reduction for these optimal DR
schedules ranges from 2.5 – 14.6% with a mean of
5.9% for the 3BR prototype and 4.1 – 23.9% with a
mean of 9.2% for the 4BR prototype, as shown in
Figure 10. These %ΔTDVWH results for 2022 standards
are generally lower (more reduction) than 2019
standards because of the higher TDV multipliers used
by 2022 standards. If the DR controls prevent the
HPHW heating components from operating during
high-TDV hours, then that has a greater impact on
reducing TDVWH.
Table 4: Optimal DR Schedules by Climate Zone for
2022 Standards with One Draw Profile
Climate
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3BR Prototype

4BR Prototype

22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU5b
SCE.TOUD.5.8PM
SDGE.DR1
SDGE.DR1
22BasicTOU2
22thresh1b

22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
SDGE.DR2
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22thresh1
22BasicTOU5b
SDGE.DR2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22thresh1b
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Figure 10. %ΔTDVWH for Optimal DR Schedules in
2022 Standards with One Draw Profile
One key finding from these initial results was that even
though DR schedules save TDVWH over the course of
an annual simulation, looking at the hourly results
showed that there are still high-TDV hours where the
baseline HPWH avoided heating component operation,
but the optimal DR schedule did not. This can be
caused by a combination of tank history (water
temperatures over the previous hours) and DR schedule
(control signal used during each hour) and is especially
problematic for 2022 standards where TDV multipliers
are higher than 2019 standards. Figure 11 shows an
example of this from the hours of 15-16 (2-4 PM) on
June 29 in climate zone 9 for the 4BR prototype with
2022 standards. During these two hours, there are high
TDV multipliers and the optimal DR schedule causes
much more electricity use than the baseline. Even
though these two hours represent only 0.02% of a year,
the electricity use caused by the optimal DR schedule
accounts for nearly 2% of the TDVWH.

multipliers and alter HPWH controls accordingly
instead of applying static DR schedules akin to a
preloaded setting for the HPWH product. Second, while
there is a fundamental relationship between space
cooling and electric TDV multipliers – i.e., hot outdoor
air states lead to cooling use, stressing the grid and
yielding higher TDV multipliers – there is no such
direct connection between DHW draw profile and TDV
multipliers. This leads to DHW draw events causing
“collisions” where HPWH heating components operate
during high-TDV hours, even with DR controls. Using
Figure 11 as an example, it would only take a few of
these collisions to occur during “super-peak” hours,
where the TDV multiplier is much higher than the rest
of the year, to undo the benefits that DR controls yield
outside of these “super-peak” hours. Yet, unlike with
space cooling, there is no basis for linking a single hot
water draw pattern to TDV meaning that, while these
events certainly happen in the real world, the simulation
was not realistically representing their frequency by
using just one draw pattern.
Another key finding revealed in the results is that some
climate zones have different strategies if the bedroom
count changes. The change in number of bedrooms
changes the applied DHW draw profile (refer to Figure
2) and that may not align with the intended DR
strategy. To validate this, the project team conducted an
extensive testing phase where the project team
simulated the same range of three research parameters
(prototypes, climate zones, HPWH products), but with
only 2022 standards (higher TDV multipliers than 2019
standards), two DR schedules (baseline vs. optimal) and
five values for number of bedrooms (range: 1-5). The
permutations of all these parameters in the extensive
testing phase yielded 1,536 new cases to simulate (the
original number of bedrooms for each prototype had
already been simulated).
As expected, this extensive testing phase proved that
applying one optimal DR schedule for a prototype
under different DHW draw profiles yields higher
TDVWH than the baseline. This is illustrated in Figure
12, where some climate zones have positive %ΔTDVWH
when the 3BR prototype has the optimal DR schedule
applied and number of bedrooms changed to two.

Figure 11. Comparison of Hourly Electricity Use on
June 29 Between Baseline & Optimal DR Schedule for
4BR Prototype with a 65-Gallon HPWH in Climate
Zone 9 with 2022 Standards and One Draw Profile
This stresses two things. First, the need for a more
advanced DR control approach that can forecast TDV
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Table 6: Cases where Optimal DR Schedule for 3BR
Prototype with Different Bedroom Counts Yields
Higher TDVWH than Baseline in 2022 Standards
Bedroom
Count
1

2

Figure 12. %ΔTDVWH Results for 3BR Prototype with 2
Bedrooms, Optimal DR Schedule, and 2022 Standards
As stated in the Methods section, the project team only
deemed a given DR schedule as a viable optimal
candidate for a combination of prototype, climate zone,
and standard if it achieved negative %ΔTDVWH values
for all HPWH products. As shown in Figure 12, this is
no longer the case for The DR control strategies in
climate zones 2, 4, 13, and 14 when the 3BR protoype
has two bedrooms assigned in 2022 standards. Table 5
and Table 6 summarize all of the cases for the optimal
DR schedule with 2022 standards that yielded higher
TDVWH than the baseline in the 4BR and 3BR
prototype, respectively.
In light of these testing phase results, an alternative
approach that the project team discussed was to alter
the optimal DR schedules summarized in Table 3 and
Table 4 for such problematic climate zones to assign
the DR schedule that achieved the second-most TDVWH
reduction, then test that updated optimal DR schedule
across multiple bedroom counts again. However, this
could easily result in the second iteration of the optimal
DR schedule failing to save TDVWH in certain climate
zones again, and having to test a third iteration of the
optimal DR schedule with the DR schedule that achieve
the third-most TDVWH reduction, and so on.
Table 5: Cases where Optimal DR Schedule for 4BR
Prototype with Different Bedroom Counts Yields
Higher TDVWH than Baseline in 2022 Standards
Bedroom
Count
2
3

5

Climate
Zone
2
4
12
2
9
12
13

Tank Volume
[gal]
65
65
50
50
65
50
50

4

5

Climate
Zone
11
13
14
2
4
13
14
12
2
4
11
12
14

Tank Volume
[gal]
50
50
65
65
50, 65, 80
80
50, 65, 80
50
50
50
50
50, 65
50, 65, 80

Avoiding such a lengthy trial-and-error process drove
the project team to explore a new way of applying
DHW draw profiles. Instead of using a singular DHW
draw profile for each simulation, the project team
explored creating multiple unique DHW draw profiles
for each bedroom count using the same techniques
described by Kruis et al (Kruis et al. 2019). With this
approach, each unique DHW draw profile is still
representative of a given bedroom count yet offers the
possibility of a different draw volume at each hour. The
project team updated CBECC-Res to allow the DHW
system of an input file to be simulated multiple times –
once for each unique DHW draw profile. After the final
DHW draw profile was simulated, the hourly results for
all simulations are then averaged together. This
smooths the DHW draw profile and reduces the impact
of intense DHW draw events causing HPWH heating
component operation in high-TDV periods that were
previously, unrealistically, skewing the results. After
initial testing, the project team determined that using
five DHW draw profiles in this manner adequately
smoothed the resulting average DHW draw profile
without excessively increasing simulation time.
Figure 13 compares the hourly DHW draw volumes
between the original single-profile approach from
Figure 2 to this new multiple-profile approach for the
same representative day.
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Table 7: Optimal DR Schedules by Climate Zone for
2019 Standards with Multiple Draw Profiles

Figure 13. Comparison of DHW Draws for Single- vs.
Multiple-Profiles in Single Family Prototypes on
Wednesday, October 6
With this new multiple-profiles approach, the original
set of 4,800 cases were re-simulated. Updated results
for 2019 standards showed that four DR schedules were
optimal for the 3BR prototype, and three DR schedules
were optimal for the 4BR prototype. These new optimal
DR schedules are summarized in Table 7 (see Appendix
A for detailed descriptions of all DR schedules).
Compared to the original single-profile optimal DR
schedule, the BasicTOU2b DR schedule was no longer
optimal in the 3BR prototype, and the BasicTOU4 DR
schedule was no longer optimal in the 4BR prototype.
Note that there are only two highlighted climate zones
with different optimal DR schedules in Table 7
compared to six highlighted climate zones with
different optimal DR schedules in Table 3, indicating
that the new multiple-profile approach reduces the
impact of bedroom count on DR schedule performance.
The %ΔTDVWH reduction for these multiple-profile
optimal DR schedules ranges from 2.5 – 8.5% with a
mean of 4.2% for the 3BR prototype and 3.6 – 8.0%
with a mean of 4.9% for the 4BR prototype, as shown
in Figure 14. These new multiple-profile %ΔTDVWH
results have higher minimums and lower maximums
than the original single-profile %ΔTDVWH results from
Figure 9, further showcasing the smoothing effect of
the multiple-profiles approach.

Climate
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3BR Prototype

4BR Prototype

BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
Thresh1
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2
BasicTOU5

BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU5
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
BasicTOU2c
Thresh1
BasicTOU5

Figure 14. Comparison of %ΔTDVWH for Single- vs.
Multiple-Profiles Optimal DR Schedules in 2019
Standards
As seen in Table 7, the highlighted rows for climate
zones 8 and 15 have a different optimal DR schedule
depending upon the bedroom count. The goal for this
project was to define a DR schedule that CBECC-Res
would apply depending on climate zone and standard
only, not bedroom count or other parameters. To
achieve this goal, the project team reviewed each DR
schedule option in climate zones 8 and 15 to see how
well they performed in the other prototype. For
example, if Thresh1 was the optimal DR schedule
option for the 3BR prototype in climate zone 8, then
review the %ΔTDVWH results for Thresh1 in the 4BR
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prototype in climate zone 8. This review process aimed
to find the DR schedule option that achieved
%ΔTDVWH reduction in both prototypes close to the
highest possible reduction of the optimal DR schedule.
For climate zone 8, BasicTOU2c was deemed the best
because it was the optimal choice for the 4BR prototype
and the third-best choice for the 3BR prototype.
Furthermore, BasicTOU2c only increases %ΔTDV WH
(makes less negative) by 0.04% compared to Thresh1
(optimal candidate for 3BR prototype in climate zone
8). Likewise, for climate zone 15 Thresh1 was deemed
the best candidate because it was the optimal choice for
the 4BR prototype and the second-best choice for the
3BR prototype. Furthermore, Thresh1 only increases
%ΔTDVWH by 0.09% compared to BasicTOU2
(optimal candidate for 3BR prototype in climate zone
15).
The final DR schedule by climate zone for 2019
standards is summarized in Table 8 (see Appendix A
for detailed descriptions of all DR schedules).
Table 8: Final DR Schedules by Climate Zone for 2019
Standards
DR
Schedule

BasicTOU5

Climate
Zone(s)

1-3,
5-6,
16

BasicTOU2c

4,
7-14

Thresh1

15

DR Schedule Description
Controls in months 6-10:
- Lowers tank setpoint at
critical periods to 110 ℉
- Weekday morning load up at
7 AM
- Evening load up at 5 PM
Other months:
- Evening load up 4 PM
Controls in months 7-9:
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Evening load up at 3 PM,
then resistance locked out 47 PM
Other months:
- No load shifting
Nuanced control varies by the
month. Different weekday and
weekend schedule. Peak events
are 1.2x the median TDV for that
average day before topping off.
Top off events are followed by
locking out resistance heating
until 10 PM.

This summary shows that DR control strategies that
mimic “basic” time-of-use reduction during summer
afternoons – when TDV multipliers are typically higher
than the rest of the year – is a winning strategy for all
climate zones except 15. This climate zone (Palm

Springs) likely requires a more nuanced DR schedule
because it has a combination of hot outdoor air
conditions (negatively impacts HPWH tank heat loss
and evaporator-condenser cycle performance) along
with low TDV multipliers (instead of avoiding specific
TDV “super-peak” hours, need to prevent HPWH
heating element operation over many hours with high
TDV multipliers to accumulate substantial annual
TDVWH savings).
Continuing to multiple-profile results for 2022
standards, it was determined that six DR schedules
were optimal for the 3BR prototype, and four DR
schedules were optimal for the 4BR prototype. These
optimal DR schedules are summarized in Table 9,
which highlights the climate zones where the optimal
DR schedule differed between single family prototypes
(see Appendix B for detailed descriptions of all DR
schedules).
Compared to the original single-profile optimal DR
schedule, the 22Thresh1 DR schedule was an additional
optimal candidate in the 3BR prototype and then no
longer an optimal candidate in the 4BR prototype. Note
that there are now three highlighted climate zones with
different optimal DR schedules in Table 9 compared to
five highlighted climate zones with different optimal
DR schedules in Table 4, indicating that the new
multiple-profile approach reduces the impact of
bedroom count on DR schedule performance.
Table 9: Optimal DR Schedules by Climate Zone for
2022 Standards with Multiple Draw Profiles
Climate
Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

3BR Prototype

4BR Prototype

22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
SCE.TOUD.5.8PM
22Thresh1
SDGE.DR2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22Thresh1b

22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
SDGE.DR2
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU5b
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU5b
SDGE.DR2
22BasicTOU2
22BasicTOU2
22Thresh1b

The %ΔTDVWH reduction for these multiple-profile
optimal DR schedules ranges from 2.1 – 21.8% with a
mean of 5.5% for the 3BR prototype and 3.1 – 22.7%
with a mean of 6.9% for the 4BR prototype, as shown
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in Figure 15. Note the large increase in %ΔTDVWH
reduction for the 3BR prototype in climate zone 16. The
22Thresh1b DR control strategy is the optimal choice
for both single-profile and multiple-profiles approaches,
so this change is indicative of the smoothed DHW draw
profile alleviating collisions of HPWH heating
component operation during high-TDV hours.

noticeable “jumps” in cumulative TDV because it is
operating during these hours.

Figure 16. Comparison of Hourly Electricity Use on
February 4 Between Baseline & Optimal DR Schedule
for 4BR Prototype with an 80-Gallon HPWH in Climate
Zone 16 with 2022 Standards and Multiple Profiles

Figure 15. Comparison of %ΔTDVWH for Single- vs.
Multiple-Profiles Optimal DR Schedules in 2022
Standards
Something else to note is the large %ΔTDVWH
reduction for both prototypes in climate zone 16. This
was also the case for 2019 standards, however the range
of %ΔTDVWH reduction there is 8.0 – 11.0% (closer to
the remaining climate zones) compared to the 14.6 –
23.9% reduction observed for 2022 standards. Upon
closer inspection, this is because larger HPWH tank
sizes (65 & 80 gallons) using the 22Thresh1b DR
schedule avoided operation during “super-peak” TDV
hours. Figure 16 illustrates this point by plotting the
hourly electricity TDV multiplier and hourly electricity
use of the baseline and DR HPHW in a similar fashion
as Figure 11. These results are from simulating an 80gallon HPWH in the 4BR prototype in climate zone 16
on February 4. Take note of the three evening “superpeak” TDV hours from 6 – 9 PM, where the DR HPWH
avoids electricity use much better than the baseline.
The DR HPHW in this case also avoids other “superpeak” TDV hours over the year, as shown in Figure 17.
This figure plots the hourly TDV multipliers over the
year above the cumulative TDV (progressive sum of
multiplying TDV multiplier with HPWH electricity
use). Take note of the “super-peak” TDV hours in early
January and February, where the baseline has

Figure 17. Comparison of Hourly Electricity Use and
Cumulative TDV Between Baseline & Optimal DR
Schedule for 4BR Prototype with an 80-Gallon HPWH
in Climate Zone 16 with 2022 Standards and Multiple
Profiles
It should also be noted that the mean %ΔTDVWH results
are higher (less TDVWH savings from the baseline) with
the multiple-profiles approach for both prototypes –
0.4% higher for the 3BR prototype and 2.3% higher for
the 4BR prototype. This could possibly occur if the
single-profile approach uses a “lucky” DHW draw
profile that happened to not include many water heater
operation periods overlapping with high-TDV hours for
a given climate zone, whereas the multiple-profiles
approach increases the likelihood of such overlap.
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As seen in Table 9, the highlighted rows for climate
zones 4, 11 and 12 have a different optimal DR
schedule depending upon bedroom count. Using the
same approach for determining a final DR schedule as
the 2019 standards, the project team determined that the
best DR schedule candidate to use in these climate
zones were 22BasicTOU2, 22BasicTOU2, and
22BasicTOU5b, respectively.
For climate zone 4, 22BasicTOU2 was deemed the best
candidate because it was the optimal choice for the 3BR
prototype and the third-best choice for the 4BR
prototype. Furthermore, 22BasicTOU2 only increases
%ΔTDVWH by 0.3% compared to SDGE.DR2 (optimal
candidate for 4BR prototype in climate zone 4).
Furthermore, the top candidate for the 4BR prototype
(SDGE.DR2) didn’t reduce TDVWH for all HPWH
products in the 3BR prototype.
Likewise, for climate zone 11, 22BasicTOU2 was
deemed the best candidate because it was the optimal
choice for the 4BR prototype and the second-best
choice for the 3BR prototype. Furthermore,
22BasicTOU2 only increases %ΔTDV WH by 0.1%
compared to SCE.TOUD.5.8PM (optimal candidate for
3BR prototype in climate zone 11).
Lastly, for climate zone 12, 22BasicTOU5b was
deemed the best candidate because it was the optimal
choice for the 4BR prototype and the second-best
choice for the 3BR prototype. Furthermore,
22BasicTOU5b only increases %ΔTDVWH by 0.5%
compared to 22Thresh1 (optimal candidate for 3BR
prototype in climate zone 12).
The final DR schedule by climate zone for 2022
standards is summarized in Table 10 (see Appendix B
for detailed descriptions of all DR schedules). This
summary shows that optimal DR control strategies are
generally the same between climate zones for 2019 and
2022 standards.
Before approving this final DR schedule for 2022
standards, the project team repeated the extensive
testing phase with a range of bedroom counts to
confirm if there are any cases that decrease TDVWH
compared to the baseline, such as the cases summarized
in Table 5 and Table 6. All cases in this repeated
extensive testing achieved %ΔTDVWH reduction
ranging from 1.1 – 4.0%, except for cases where 50gallon HPWH tanks were used in five-bedroom
versions of the prototypes. However, according to the
Uniform Plumbing Code minimum capacity
requirements for storage water heaters, a 50-gallon
HPWH is too small for a five-bedroom house and is not
expected to meet the hot water load even in the baseline
(IAPMO 2021).

Table 10: Final DR Schedules by Climate Zone for
2022 Standards
DR Schedule

Climate
Zone(s)

22BasicTOU5b

1-3,
5-7,
12

22BasicTOU2

4,
8-11,
14-15

SDGE.DR2

13

22Thresh1b

15

DR Schedule Description
All months:
- Lowers tank setpoint at
critical periods to 110 ℉
- Mid-day load up at noon
Months 6-10:
- Weekday morning load up
at 6 AM
- Evening load up at 5 PM
Other months:
- Evening load up 4 PM
For all months, mid-day load up
at noon, afternoon load up at 3
PM, then resistance locked out
4-7 PM.
Mimic San Diego Gas &
Electric demand-response
utility rate structure.
Months 6-10:
- Load up at 3 PM
- Lock out resistance and
lower tank setpoint 4-8 PM
Other months:
- No load shifting
Nuanced control varies by the
month. Has different weekday
and weekend schedule.
Requires peak events to be 1.2x
the median TDV for that
average day before topping off.
Mid-day load up at noon for all
months.

Conclusion
The project team simulated 4,800 cases in CBECC-Res
as permutations of California climate zone, single
family prototype, residential building energy code
standard, HPWH product and DR control strategy to
develop an optimal DR schedule dependent on only
climate zone and standard. The first iteration of this
optimal DR schedule was based upon a singular DHW
draw profile used in each case, which achieved TDVWH
savings ranging from 1.2 – 11.0% for 2019 standards
and 2.5 – 23.9% for 2022 standards. This difference in
TDVWH savings between standards is due to 2022
standards using higher hourly TDV multiplier values
and therefore increasing the viability of load shifting
strategies to save annual TDV by avoiding energy
consumption during high-TDV hours.
While these DR schedules achieved TDVWH savings for
all climate zones and HPWH products analyzed,
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applying different DHW draw profiles via changing the
number of bedrooms parameter proved that DHW draw
events occurring during high-TDV hours were very
problematic for DR control strategies, in some cases
causing the HPWH with DR controls to consume more
TDVWH than the same HPWH without DR controls. To
make the simulation results more representative, this
led the project team to adjust approaches from using a
singular DHW draw profile for each case and instead
applying multiple DHW draw profiles and averaging
the results to smooth the distribution of operating
events for each case. With this new approach, the final
iteration of optimal DR schedules achieved TDVWH
savings ranging from 2.5 – 8.5% for 2019 standards and
2.1 – 22.7% for 2022 standards (very similar to the
initial results using a singular DHW draw profile).
Overall, the modifications made to the software
combined with the TDV schedules, creates a chaotic
and representative, realistic world in which to test water
heater demand response. The output showed results are
often unpredictable given the nature of water draw
patterns, storage water heater operation, and TDV
schedules. This platform provides a viable avenue for
future work which could be used to study truly dynamic
DR controls benefiting from forecasting. The project
team’s experience with the static “pre-set” schedules
suggests this more advanced approach may show even
further TDV reductions.
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Nomenclature
3BR
4BR
CBECC-Res
CSE
DHW
DR
HPWH
IAPMO
TDV
TDVWH
TDVWH,B
TDVWH,DR

– three-bedroom, 2,100-ft2 house
– four-bedroom, 2,700-ft2 house
– California Building Energy Code
Compliance, Residential Standards
– California Simulation Engine
– Domestic hot water
– Demand response
– Heat pump water heater
– International Association of
Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
– Time-dependent valuation of energy
– Annual water heating TDV
– Baseline TDVWH without DR
– TDVWH with DR schedule

%ΔTDVWH

– Percent change in TDVWH
comparing DR schedule to baseline
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Appendix A - Demand Response Schedules Analyzed for 2019 Energy Code Standards
DR Schedule
Baseline

DR Schedule Description
Always operate as normal (no load shifting).

BasicTOU1

“Basic Time of Use” control. For all months, morning load up at 7 AM,
mid-day load up at noon, and evening load up at 5 PM.

BasicTOU2

“Basic Time of Use” control. For all months, mid-day load up at noon and
evening load up at 5 PM.

BasicTOU2b

“Basic Time of Use” control. For all months with TDV peaks (changes by
climate zone), mid-day load up at noon, evening load up at 5 PM.

BasicTOU2c

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls in months 7-9:
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Evening load up at 3 PM, then resistance locked out 4-7 PM
Other months:
- No load shifting

BasicTOU3

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls for months 9-10:
- Morning load up at 7 AM
- Mid-day load up at noon & 1 PM
Other months:
- Morning load up at 7 AM
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Evening load up at 5 PM

BasicTOU4

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls in month 9:
- Morning load up at 7 AM
- Mid-day load up at noon & 1 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during critical evening hours
Controls in month 10:
- Morning load up at 7 AM
- Mid-day load up at noon & 1 PM
Other months:
- Morning load up at 7 AM
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Afternoon load up at 3 PM
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BasicTOU5

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls in months 6-10:
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical early morning
hours
- Morning load up at 6 AM on weekdays only
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical late morning
hours on weekdays only
- Evening load up at 5 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all evening hours
Other months:
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical early morning
hours on weekends only
- Afternoon load up at 4 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all evening hours

Thresh1

“Threshold” control. Nuanced control varies by the month. Different
weekday and weekend schedule. Peak events are 1.2x the median TDV for
that average day before topping off. Load up events occur once each day
and are followed by locking out resistance heating for a range of 1-6 hours.

Thresh2

“Threshold” control. Very similar to Thresh1, but with load up events
occurring on less days and later each day when they do occur.
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Appendix B - Demand Response Schedules Analyzed for 2022 Energy Code Standards
DR Schedule
Baseline

DR Schedule Description
Always operate as normal (no load shifting).

22BasicTOU2

“Basic Time of Use” control. For all months, mid-day load up at noon,
afternoon load up at 3 PM, then resistance locked out 4-8 PM.

22BasicTOU5

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls in months 6-10:
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical early morning
hours
- Morning load up at 6 AM on weekdays only
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical late morning
hours on weekdays only
- Evening load up at 5 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all following evening hours
Other months:
- Afternoon load up at 4 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all following evening hours

22BasicTOU5b

“Basic Time of Use” control. Controls in months 6-10:
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical early morning
hours
- Morning load up at 6 AM on weekdays only
- Ramp tank setpoint from 110 ℉ to 125 ℉ during critical late morning
hours on weekdays only
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Evening load up at 5 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all following evening hours
Other months:
- Mid-day load up at noon
- Afternoon load up at 4 PM
- Lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ during all following evening hours

22Thresh1

“Threshold” control. Nuanced control varies by the month. Different
weekday and weekend schedule. Peak events are 1.2x the median TDV for
that average day before topping off. Load up events occur once each day
and are followed by locking out resistance heating for a range of 1-6
hours.

22Thresh1b

“Threshold” control. Very similar to 22Thresh1, but adds a mid-day load
up event at noon for all months.
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22Thresh2

“Threshold” control. Nuanced control varies by the month. Different
weekday and weekend schedule. Peak events are 2x the median TDV for
that average day before topping off. Load up events occur once each day
and are followed by locking out resistance heating for a range of 1-6
hours.

22Thresh2b

“Threshold” control. Very similar to 22Thresh2, but adds a mid-day load
up event at noon for all months.

PGE.EV2.A

Mimic Pacific Gas & Electric utility rate structure for electric vehicles.
For all months, load-up event at 1 PM to avoid peak pricing.

PGE.TOU.C

Mimic Pacific Gas & Electric time-of-use utility rate structure. Controls in
months 6-10:
- Afternoon load up at 3 PM
- Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 4-9
PM to avoid peak pricing
Other months:
- No load shifting

PGE.TOU.D

Mimic Pacific Gas & Electric time-of-use utility rate structure. Controls in
months 6-10:
- Afternoon load up at 4 PM
- Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 5-8
PM on weekdays only to avoid peak pricing
Other months:
- No load shifting

SCE.TOUD.4.9PM

Mimic Southern California Edison time-of-use utility rate structure. For
all months, load-up event at 3 PM, then lock out resistance heating and
lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 4-9 PM to avoid peak pricing.

SCE.TOUD.5.8PM

Mimic Southern California Edison time-of-use utility rate structure. For
all months, load-up event at 4 PM, then lock out resistance heating and
lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 5-8 PM to avoid peak pricing.

SDGE.DR1

Mimic San Diego Gas & Electric domestic residential utility rate
structure. Controls in months 6-10:
- Morning load up at 5 AM on weekdays only
- Mid-day load up at 1 PM on weekends only
- Afternoon load up at 3 PM
- Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 4-9
PM
Other months:
- No load shifting
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SDGE.DR2

Mimic San Diego Gas & Electric domestic residential utility rate
structure. Controls in months 6-10:
- Load up at 3 PM
- Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 4-9
PM
Other Months:
- No load shifting

Mimic San Diego Gas & Electric domestic residential utility rate
structure. Controls in months 6-10:
- Morning load up at 5 AM on weekdays only
SDGE.DRP.Normal - Mid-day load up at 1 PM on weekends only
Other months:
- No load shifting
Mimic San Diego Gas & Electric domestic residential utility rate
structure. Controls in months 6-10:
- Morning load up at 5 AM on weekdays only
- Mid-day load up at 1 PM
Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 2-6
SDGE.DRP.Reduce - PM
Other months:
- Mid-day load up at 1 PM
- Lock out resistance heating and lower tank setpoint to 110 ℉ from 2-6
PM
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